Transposable elements (TEs) inflict numerous negative effects on health and fitness 27 as they replicate by integrating into new regions of the host genome. Even though 28 organisms utilize powerful mechanisms to demobilize TEs, transposons become 29 increasingly derepressed during aging. The rising TE activity causes genomic 30 instability and was suggested to be involved in age-dependent neurodegenerative 31 diseases, inflammation and the determination of lifespan. It is therefore conceivable 32 that long-lived individuals have improved TE silencing mechanisms and consequently 33 fewer genomic insertions and a reduced TE expression relative to their shorter-lived 34 counterparts. Here, we test this hypothesis by performing the first analysis of genome-35 wide insertions and expression of TEs in populations of Drosophila melanogaster 36 selected for longevity through late-life reproduction for 50-170 generations from four 37 independent studies. Surprisingly, we found that TE families were generally more 38 abundant in long-lived populations compared to non-selected controls. Despite 39 simulations showed that this was not expected under neutrality, we found little 40 evidence for selection driving TE abundance differences. Additional RNA-seq analysis 41 revealed only few differentially expressed TEs whereas reducing TE expression might 42 be more important than regulating genomic insertions. We further find limited evidence 43 of parallel selection on genes related to TE regulation and transposition. However, 44 telomeric TEs were genomically and transcriptionally more abundant in long-lived flies, 45 suggesting improved telomere maintenance as a promising TE-mediated mechanism 46 prolonging lifespan. Our results provide a novel viewpoint proposing that reproduction 47 at old age increases the opportunity of TEs to be passed on to the next generation 48 with little impact on longevity. 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
INTRODUCTION
the genome level, analysis of genetic differentiation has revealed a significant sharing 160 in candidate genes across the four studies indicating parallel evolution (Hoedjes et al. 161 2019), but at the same time exposed multiple novel targets of selection. For instance, 162 three of the studies report genetic and/or transcriptomic divergence in immunity genes, 163 and it has recently been confirmed that these molecular changes reflect differences in 164 traits related to pathogen resistance (Fabian et al. 2018 ). Thus, despite variations in 165 the experimental designs, numerous evolutionary repeatable phenotypic and genetic 166 adaptations have been observed, but the importance of TEs in these studies has 167 remained unexplored. Our main objective therefore was to investigate for the first time 168
whether TE abundance in the genome, and host genes related to TE regulation, had 169 undergone similar parallel changes. Using RNA-seq data from Carnes et al. (2015) , 170
we further test if males and females of selected populations evolved to suppress TE 171 transcription to mitigate potentially negative effects on longevity. 172
173

RESULTS
174
Genomic TE abundance 175
Our initial goal was to test if transposable elements differ in the number of genomic 176 insertions between late-breeding, long-lived selection (S) and early-breeding control 177 (C) populations of four studies performing experimental evolution of postponed 178 senescence ( Table S1 ). As a first step, we excluded all TEs that did not pass our 179 coverage and mapping quality filters and therefore included between 110 to 115 TEs 180 dependent on the study in our downstream analysis. We then used three different 181 approaches to test differences in TE abundance across control and selection regimes 182 (see overview in Fig. S1 ). 183
As sequencing depth varies throughout the positions within a TE, resulting in a 184 distribution of insertion counts rather than a single point-estimate, we first analyzed 185 the differences between regimes using all insertion value estimates within individual 186
TEs separately for each study ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). We found that between 46% and 187 77% of all TEs had a significantly larger number of genomic insertions in the selected 188 populations relative to controls after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (from 189 here on referred to as S>C TEs). In contrast, only 12% -31% of TEs showed the 190 opposite pattern and had more insertions in the controls (from here on referred to as was correlated with the genomic copy number of TE families (Pearson's r, effect of dissimilar sequencing depths and other experimental factors (average 294 frequency ranges of Hoedjes2019: 0.01 -0.9; Fabian2018: 0.02 -1; Remolina2012: 295 0.04 -0.84; Carnes2015: 0.19 -0.9). The TE frequencies of Carnes2015 therefore 296 need wo be interpreted with care, considering the likely insufficient amount of data. 297
298
To get unbiased average TE frequency estimates independent of coverage 299 fluctuations across studies, we also obtained average frequencies from a single 300 natural South African (SA) population (Kofler et al. 2015; Kofler 2019) . The SA 301 population had a higher sequencing depth than all studies here (Fabian2018: ~2x, 302
Hoedjes2019: 3.2x; Remolina2012: ~7.8x, Carnes2015: ~13.9x times more) and thus 303 presumably a more accurate estimate of TE frequencies. Notably, this population was 304 not subjected to any selection or control treatment and was only maintained 8 305 generations in the lab before sequencing. Average genome-wide TE frequencies of 306 control and selected populations of Fabian2018, Hoedjes2019 and Remolina2012, but 307 not Carnes2015, were significantly correlated with the South African TE frequencies 308 ( Fig. S5 ; Spearman's r, Fabian2018: 0.65; Hoedjes2019: 0.61; Remolina2012: 0.58, 309 all three P < 0.0001; Carnes2015: 0.1, P ~ 0.4), demonstrating that the SA population 310 can function as an appropriate reference here. 311
Previous studies reported that low frequency TEs are more abundant in genomes of 312 D. melanogaster (Petrov et al. 2011; Kofler et al. 2015) . We confirmed that for all 313 populations, TE abundance was similarly negatively correlated with average TE 314 frequency of the SA population (Spearman's r range, Carnes2015: -0.49 to -0.54; 315
Fabian2018: -0.4 to -0.5; Hoedjes2019: -0.42 to -0.45; Remolina2012: -0.5 to -0.51; 316 all P < 0.0001). Moreover, we obtained comparable results when we performed this 317 analysis using the average TE frequencies of Fabian2018, Hoedjes2019 and 318
Remolina2012 (Spearman's r averaged across all populations, Fabian2018: -0.33; 319
Hoedjes2019: -0.37; Remolina2012: -0.4, all populations P < 0.001; Carnes2015: -320 0.29 to 0.28, two populations significant at P < 0.05). The transposable element 321 content of all populations can therefore be characterized by a large number of TEs 322 with low frequency, whereas TEs with a high population frequency are less abundant 323 in the genomes. 324
We then employed the data of the SA population and asked if C>S and S>C TEs vary 325 in average frequency to identify TEs that have presumably been mobile in the two studies (t-tests between C>S and S>C frequencies, P < 0.05 for all three studies). As 328 there were more S>C than C>S TEs, we also contrasted the average frequencies of 329 the top 10 C>S and S>C TEs with the biggest changes in genomic abundance defined 330 by log2 FC values (lower panel of Fig. 1) . We only detected a significantly higher 331 frequency in top 10 S>C relative to C>S TEs for Carnes2015 (t-test, P ~ 0.03), but not 332 in the other two studies. Except from the marginal difference in Carnes2015, this 333 suggests that TEs with the biggest abundance changes between regimes have similar 334 levels of mobility. 335
In summary, our analysis proposes that C>S TEs are potentially mobile, low frequency 336
TEs expanding to new sites in the genome, whereas S>C TEs span from low to high 337 frequency, possibly reflecting TEs with a broad range of transposition rates. 338
339
Selection on TE abundance and insertions 340
A major challenge in experimental evolution studies is to differentiate selection from 341 the confounding genomic signals of genetic drift, which might be amplified by small 342 effective population sizes (Ne) or varying generation times spent in the lab between 343 control and selected populations. We therefore calculated genome-wide nucleotide 344 diversity p and Watterson's q across 100kb windows as a proxy for Ne. With the 345 exception of Fabian2018, where p was equal between regimes (ANOVA, Regime 346 factor, P ~ 0.18), we found that both estimators were significantly higher in selected 347 relative to control populations (Table S4 ; ANOVA, Regime factor, all P < 0.0001). Even 348 though a generally reduced Ne in controls should lead to the loss of low and fixation of 349 high frequency TEs under neutrality, we observed the opposite pattern in our analysis 350 above ( Fig. 2) .
351
To further formally test if the increased abundance of many TEs is driven by genetic 352 drift alone, we performed population genetic simulations using the correlated average 353 TE frequencies from the natural South African population (Kofler et al. 2015 ) as a 354 starting point (see Fig. S5 and results above). We simulated TE frequency change in 355 selected and control populations 5,000 times given the reported consensus population 356 sizes as Ne, generation times and number of replicates. We then asked how often the 357 same or a higher relative proportion of S>C to C>S TEs as in our observations is 358 obtained ( Table 1) . While the results from Carnes2015, Hoedjes2019, and abundance differences of Fabian2018 could be caused by genetic drift alone ( Fig.  361   S6) . Testing different ranges of the reported population sizes and assuming that only 362 50% and 25% of flies in the selected populations were able to breed at old age resulted 363 in qualitatively similar results (not shown). We also quantified expected proportions of 364
TEs consistently varying in frequency across simulated replicates: while there were 365 generally more TEs consistently higher in abundance in selected populations ( Table  366 S2), all our simulations resulted in more TEs with a consistently higher frequency in 367 controls. The increased genomic abundance of many TEs in selected populations is 368 therefore unlikely to be solely caused by genetic drift. 369
370
Considering the deviation from neutrality, we next asked if the parallel patterns in TE 371 abundance are caused by the same or different TEs, which could indicate selection 372 acting on genomic copy number of certain TEs. We considered the TEs significantly 373 varying in abundance from the first linear model in which we analyzed each study 374 separately ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ), and created study-overlaps of S>C and C>S TEs. 375
Among the 103 common TEs, we identified a sharing of 14 S>C and 2 C>S TEs across 376 all four studies (Fig. 3A) . Even though this seemingly large number of shared S>C 377 TEs, only the overlap between Remolina2012 and Hoedjes2019 was significant (P < 378 0.05). Yet, we found that the most common telomeric TE HeT-A (Casacuberta 2017) 379 was significantly more abundant in selected populations in all four studies and in our 380 combined model ( Fig. S1 ), suggesting that long-lived populations might have evolved 381 longer telomeres to avoid attrition, which is considered to be a key conserved 382 mechanism of aging (López-Otín et al. 2013). In contrast to S>C TEs, we detected 383 several significant overlaps for the C>S group of TEs. Potentially, a high genomic 384
abundance of several TEs, most importantly G-element and G2 found in all four 385 studies, is detrimental for longevity and late-reproduction ( Fig. 3B) . Despite some 386 significant overlaps, we did not observe any significant Spearman's correlation 387
coefficients in pairwise comparisons of log2 FC values between studies except for 388
Hoedjes2019-Remolina2012 (r = 0.28, P ~ 0.004). 389 390 Genomic TE abundance in selected populations might also be increased because 391 selection acted on a large number of TEs segregating in the base populations resulting 392 in frequency divergence between control and selected populations. We therefore 393 screened all identified TE insertion sites across the genome for significant frequency differences between regimes in each study by performing ANOVAs on arcsine square 395 root transformed frequencies and Bonferroni correction. We did not find any TE 396 insertions significantly varying in frequency in Carnes2015 and Remolina2012, and 397 using a less stringent cut-off at FDR < 0.05 did not change this result. However, we 398 detected 38 significant TE insertions out of 8,402 in Fabian2018 and 100 out of 13,018 399 in Hoedjes2019 ( Fig. 3C and Fig. 3D , Table S5 ). While there were more TEs with a 400 significantly higher frequency in control populations in Fabian2018 (8 higher vs 30 401 lower frequency in S), the opposite pattern was observed in Hoedjes2019 (56 higher 402 vs 44 lower frequency in S). 403
At the gene level, the significant TEs defined 29 and 98 genes in Fabian2018 and 404
Hoedjes2019, respectively, and none were shared between the two studies. In 405 accordance with the notion that most TEs are neutral (Arkhipova 2018), only a 406 negligible fraction of insertions might be beneficial for longevity and postponed 407
reproduction. 408
To further investigate if frequency changes explain variation in abundance, we tested 409 if each TE family varying in abundance also differs significantly in frequency between 410 the regimes, rather than analyzing individual insertion sites (Table S6 ). We fit the 411 same model as for the abundance analysis but using arcsine square root transformed 412 TE frequencies (Figure S1A) . At an FDR < 0.05, we found that in Carnes2015, 27 TE 413 families had a higher frequency and abundance in selected populations, while 7 414 showed a mismatch in direction of frequency and abundance change. In Fabian2018 415 and Hoedjes2019, we only detected 1 and 3 TE families with significant frequency 416 variation all of which matched the differences in abundance, whereas none were 417 significant in Remolina2012. 418
Thus, despite differences in TE abundance are likely not driven by neutral evolution 419 alone, we only found limited evidence for parallel evolution of TE copy numbers and 420 sparse TE frequency differentiation. 421 422
Differential TE expression 423
To test whether the increased genomic abundance of TEs in selected flies is explained 424 by a higher transcriptional activity we analyzed RNA-seq data from whole flies of 425 Carnes2015 ( Fig. 4 and Table S7 ). We first fit a model with Sex, Age, Regime and all 426 interactions to every TE and each gene on the major chromosomal arms. In line with we identified that ~93% of TEs had a significant main factor of sex or interaction 429
including it, whereby all 109 TEs significant for the sex term had a higher expression 430 in males than females ( Fig. 4A and Fig. S7 ). To exclude that this is caused by a 431 technical artifact, we asked if a similar male-bias is observed for the genes on the 432 major chromosomal arms. We found that 53% of all 13,255 included genes had a 433 significantly higher expression in males while 37% were biased towards females. 434 Moreover, the proportions of genes with male-, female-or no bias was significantly 435 different from the proportions observed for TEs ( 2 test on counts of TEs vs genes, P 436 < 0.0001). Because we do not find a similarly strong male-biased expression for genes 437 or a higher number of read counts in males (not shown), we conclude that TEs are 438 generally higher expressed in males than females in the present populations. 439
440
We therefore decided to test the effects of Regime, Age, and the Regime x Age 441 interaction in the sexes separately ( Fig. 4 , Table S7 ). We detected several TEs 442 differentially expressed between selected and control regimes. In males, 19 TEs 443 (~16% of total) had a significant regime term of which a majority of 17 TEs were 444 upregulated in controls ( Fig. 4B ). Among these, there were 10 LTRs, 6 non-LTRs, and 445 1 DNA-class foldback TE, whereas the 2 upregulated in selected populations were 446 both non-LTR TEs (TART-A, and TART-B). Less TEs changed across regimes in 447 females (10 TEs, ~8%) compared to males. However, females showed a similar 448 tendency towards higher expression in controls: 6 TEs had a higher and 4 TEs a lower 449 expression in controls relative to selected flies. The 6 TEs with a higher expression in 450 controls consist of 1 non-LTR (R1A1-element) and 5 LTR TEs (copia, flea, blood, 451 mdg1, and rooA), while the 4 more in selected were 3 non-LTR (TART-A, TART-B, 452 TAHRE) and 1 LTR (1731). We also observed that the 6 TEs significant in both sexes 453 also had the same directionality of expression change: 4 LTR-class TEs (copia, flea, 454 blood, and mdg1) were higher expressed in controls, whereas 2 non-LTR TEs (TART-455 A, and TART-B) were upregulated in selected populations. Interestingly, TART-A, 456
TART-B, and TAHRE provide the enzymatic machinery for telomeric maintenance 457 (Casacuberta 2017), again suggesting that reduced telomere attrition evolved in 458 response to selection paralleling the genome-based analysis. In general, regime 459 affected TE expression in males and females similarly as indicated by a significant 0.0001). We further asked if the magnitude of log2 fold change varies between TEs 462 more expressed in controls or selected populations, and did not find any significant 463 difference ( Fig. S8 , t-test, females: P ~ 0.12; males: P ~ 0.49). 464
465
To investigate if derepression of TEs occurs with age, we compared the proportion of 466
TEs up-or downregulated or unchanged with age to those of genes. For both male 467 and females, we found a significant difference in the distributions of TEs and genes 468
with age ( 2 test on counts of TEs vs genes, for males: P < 0.0001; for females: P ~ 469 0.01), demonstrating that TEs show generally different age-related expression 470 changes than genes. Supporting the notion that TEs become derepressed during 471 aging, the effect of age on TE expression in males was general as all 89 significant 472 TEs (i.e. ~73% of all included TEs) had a higher expression in older flies ( Fig. 4A and 473
Fig. 4C), whereas ~26% of all genes increased and also ~26% decreased expression 474
with age. In contrast to this, the effect of age was less pronounced in females in which 475 only 35 TEs (~28%) had a significant Age factor. Surprisingly, less TEs than genes 476
were upregulated with age in females (7% TEs and 15% genes), while 21% of TEs 477 and 14% of genes decreased expression with age. Still, the TEs upregulated in older 478 females had on average a significantly higher log2 fold change of 1.3, relative to 0.53 479 for the downregulated TEs ( Fig. S8 , t-test: P < 0.01), consistent with the results of a 480 recent study (Chen et al. 2016) . 481
Moreover, 27 TEs had a significant age term in both male and female models, but only 482 9 of them had the same sign and increased in expression with age ( Fig. 4A and Fig.  483 4C). Among these were 6 LTR (copia, gypsy, mdg1, Burdock, rooA, springer) and 3 484 non-LTR transposons (jockey, R1A1-and R2-elements). This confirms previous 485 findings that showed copia, gypsy, Burdock, R1 and R2 upregulation with increasing The 16 remaining shared TEs showed downregulation with age in females, but 488 upregulation in males, further highlighting that age has generally different effects on 489 TE expression in both sexes. In females, the 35 age-related TEs were also signficantly 490 enriched for retrotransposons whereas DNA-class TEs were underrepresented 491 (Fisher's exact test, P ~ 0.02). Male flies in contrast, did not show any enrichment. aging, whereas females show a more complicated pattern with mainly RNA-class TEs 494 affected by age. 495
No TE families showed a significant Regime x Age term in males, but the interaction 497 was significant for 28 TEs (~23%) in females ( Fig. 4A) . These consisted of 13 non-498 LTR, 13 LTR, and 2 TIRs. Interestingly, most of these TEs were defined by a higher 499 expression in young controls compared with selected flies of the same age (see To examine if the selected populations might have evolved to maintain a young TE 506 expression profile, we compared differences between regimes to those that occurred 507 with age ( Fig. 4D and 4E) . In both males and females log2 FC values of all TEs were 508 significantly correlated between regime and age (Pearson's correlation, females: r = 509 0.55, P < 0.0001; males: r = 0.19, P < 0.05). Performing the same analysis only 510 considering genes also resulted in significant positive correlations (Pearson's 511 correlation, females: r = 0.37, males: r = 0.41, both P < 0.0001), and the coefficients 512 between males and females were more similar. Thus, variation in expression of genes 513 and TEs between selected and control populations mirrors the changes between 514 young and old flies. 515
516
In summary, our results propose that selected populations of Carnes2015 evolved to 517 reduce TE expression particularly in males and to a smaller magnitude in females, but 518 expression of most TEs was at the levels observed in controls. In agreement with 519 sexual dimorphism (Brown and Bachtrog 2017) and age-related deregulation of TEs 520 
Link between genomic and expression differentiation 524
We next asked if the change in genomic TE abundance reflects the expression 525 differences between selected and control populations. On average, TE expression Spearman's r ~ 0.74; P < 0.0001). To analyze if this association depends on the 528 treatment, we separated our samples into different levels of sex, age, and regime. The 529 number of genomic TE insertions predicted TE expression significantly across all 530 conditions (Table S8) . Interestingly, the correlation coefficients were similar across 531 different sample groups, demonstrating that the relationship between expression and 532 genomic abundance of insertions is not dependent on regime, sex or age. Thus, in 533
Carnes2015, TE copy number is a robust predictor of TE expression regardless of 534 treatment. 535
536
Next, we investigated if there are parallel changes in expression and genomic 537 abundance of TEs significantly varying between regimes (Table S9 ). In males, 14 TEs 538 were significant for regime in the genomic and expression analysis all of which were 539 higher expressed in controls. Of these, 9 TEs were upregulated and had significantly 540 more genomic insertions in controls (blood, copia, F-element, Doc2-element, Doc3-541 element, G2, Porto1, ZAM, 17.6), while 5 TEs (Circe, G5, mdg1, Tom1, Quasimodo) 542 had more copy numbers in selected populations. In females, 3 TEs (blood, copia, 543 R1A1-element) were higher expressed and had a higher genomic abundance in 544 controls, while 2 TEs (1731, TAHRE) were significantly more expressed and more 545 abundant in selected populations. The remaining two TEs signficant in the expression 546 and insertion analysis (mdg1, rooA) showed different signs and had despite a larger 547 number of genomic insertions in selected populations a higher expression in controls. 548
This suggests that the absence of a strong link between expression and number of 549 genomic insertions at the individual TE level. Indeed, log2 FC expression and log2 FC 550 insertions between regimes was only correlated in males (Pearson's r = 0.31, P < 551 0.001), and marginally not significant in females (r = 0.18, P ~ 0.05) ( Fig. S10) . 552
Because our results suggests some positive relationship between TE expression and 553 genomic abundance, we re-did the differential expression analysis from above using 554 RNA-seq read counts corrected for the number of TE insertions in each sample ( Table  555 S10). The tendency of TEs to be higher expressed in controls was substantially larger 556 compared to the analysis where we did not correct for insertion numbers (males: 55 557
TEs more, 2 TEs less expressed in controls; females: 16 TEs more, 3 TEs less 558 expressed in controls). 559
Our results further emphasize that selection for late-reproduction leads to a reduction 560 in TE expression in whole flies. Notably, we assumed that males have the same copy number as females for the analyses here. As the genomic TE abundance measures 562 came from DNA pools of female flies, copy number could differ from males due to the 563 repetitive nature of the Y chromosome. 564 565
Genes involved in TE regulation 566
We next hypothesized that if the effects of TEs on lifespan and aging are 567 predominantly negative, as proposed by many studies, experimental selection for 568 longevity would have likely resulted in clear-cut genetic and expression differentiation 569 in 96 known chromatin-structure, piRNA, and transposition-associated genes likely 570 involved in TE regulation and silencing (Table 2, a complete list of genes can be found 571
in Table S11 ). Of these, 10 genes were implicated under selection in Carnes2015, 3 572 in Fabian2018, 7 in Hoedjes2019, and 6 in Remolina2012. E2f1 (FBgn0011766) and 573
Hsp83 (FBgn0001233) were the only genes occurring in more than one study. Thus, studies did not report any significant enrichment of GO terms related to transposon 577 silencing and chromatin structure. 578
Using the available RNA-seq data from whole flies of both sexes in Carnes2015 and 579 microarray data from female heads and abdomens in Remolina2012, we then asked 580 if TE regulation genes are differentially expressed (Table S11 ). In Carnes2015, we 581 found that the 30 TE regulation genes with a significant regime term tended to be 582 upregulated in controls relative to selected populations (males: 3 more and 8 less 583 expressed; females: 6 more and 14 genes less expressed relative to selected 584 populations). In Remolina2012, we detected generally little differences in transcript 585 abundance between regimes at FDR < 0.05 (only 5 out of 13,995 genes significant in 586 head tissue, none significant for abdomen). We therefore analyzed genes significant 587 at P < 0.01 (491 genes for heads, 8 for abdomen) for the regime term, and only 588 detected 2 TE regulation genes of which one was more and the other lower expressed 589 in selected flies. 590
Similar to the TE expression patterns in Carnes2015 (Fig. 4A) , the effect of age was 591 stronger than selection regime in both studies and significant TE regulation genes 592 showed a clear tendency for upregulation with age. In males of Carnes2015, 41 TE 593 regulation genes increased and 6 decreased expression with age. The effect was less with age. Likewise, in Remolina2012, all 5 TE regulation genes significant for age in 596 heads ramped up transcription with age. The age effect was even stronger in 597 abdomens, where 24 genes increased with age, while only one showed the opposite 598
pattern. 599
Taken together, the small number of genetically differentiated TE regulation genes, 600 lack of TE-associated GO enrichment, and overall missing sharing between studies 601 suggests that improving TE repression was either specific to studies and/or not a prime 602 target of selection. Indeed, experimental selection has mainly affected expression of 603 TE regulation genes in the Carnes2015 long-term evolution study but not 604
Remolina2012, suggesting that altering expression of these genes is not a general 605 necessity for increasing lifespan. The boosted expression of TE regulation genes at 606 older ages appears to be common and might be a response to increased TE 607 transcription in old flies. 608
609
DISCUSSION 610
Are transposable elements conferring an adaptive advantage as shown for many traits 611 families are more abundant in long-lived populations, our analysis shows no significant 635 difference in the total genomic TE content between control and selected populations 636 ( Fig. S3) , which was partly driven by a few TEs with large increases in copy number 637 in controls that oppose many TEs with small increases in abundance in selected 638 populations (Fig. S2B) . Changes in the overall genomic TE load are therefore likely 639 not essential to evolve longevity or fecundity at old age in Drosophila. These findings simulations considering just genetic drift, we were able to exclude that population size 652 and generations spent in the lab per se cause an increased abundance of TE families 653 in selected populations (Fig. S6) . Even though it is known that the majority of TE 654 insertions are neutral to fitness (Arkhipova 2018) , this proposes that factors other than 655 genetic drift influenced TEs in our experiments. 656
From a selective point of view, increasing many TE families might be beneficial for 657 longevity, while the fewer TEs less abundant in selected flies could have a negative 658 effect. Under this scenario, selection would lead to parallel increases or decreases of 659 the same TE families across studies. However, when we screened for parallel patterns 660 in abundance change, we found only two TEs (G-element and G2) that had a 661 decreased copy number in selected flies and were significantly shared across all centromeric regions of the genome (Chang et al. 2019 ). Thus, changing centromeric 664 structure by altering its TE content could be one mechanism modulating aging, but 665 experimental evidence for this is still missing. In contrast to this, we did not find any 666 significant overlap between all four studies among TEs with an increased abundance 667 in the late-breeding populations. Unless many TE families had non-repeatable effects 668 on longevity, the small amount of significant sharing suggests that abundance of most 669
TEs is neutral. 670
Another possibility to alter TE abundance is through selection affecting TE insertions 671 that were already present in the base population at a genome-wide scale, resulting in 672 a large number of TE insertions significantly varying in frequency between control and 673 selected populations. We found only a minor fraction of TE insertions in Fabian2018 674 and Hoedjes2019, but not in the other two studies, with significantly different 675 frequencies between the regimes that are in or close to <100 genes ( Fig. 3 and Table  676 S5). The small fraction of TE insertions with a higher frequency in selected populations 677 found in only two studies together with little differences in frequency of TE families 678 suggests that standing genetic variation presented by TEs plays a role in the evolution 679 of aging, but it is unlikely to be a major driver of TE abundance differentiation. exclusively found in telomeres comprise most of their DNA-content, and are further 687 essential for their enzymatic maintenance (Casacuberta 2017) . In all four studies, we 688 found that long-lived populations had on average an increased genomic abundance 689 of HeT-A, which is thought to be the most common telomeric TE, although the 690 difference was less clear in two studies after correcting for TE content (Fig. 3A and  691   Fig. S1) . Moreover, the very few TEs transcriptionally upregulated in males and 692 females of long-lived populations in Carnes2015 were almost exclusively telomeric 693 elements (Fig. 4B) . Our study therefore provides the first indication of a genomic and RNA-seq analysis in whole flies did not identify a TE-wide decrease in expression in 713 selected populations of Carnes2015 ( Fig. 4 and Table S7 ). In fact, TE expression 714 appeared to be more strongly influenced by sex and age compared to selection 715 regime. Nevertheless, TEs with a significant regime effect tended to be downregulated 716 in selected populations, and this effect was even more apparent after we corrected for 717 genomic copies. Our results are in line with the notion that transcription of several TEs 718 is detrimental and reducing their expression could be beneficial for longevity (Li et al. 719 2013; Wood et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2018 ). Together with the weak association between 720 genomic abundance and expression ( Fig. S10) , this further proposes that lowering 721 expression of TEs might be more important than purging TEs from the genome in the 722 evolution of longevity. 723
Interestingly, the tendency towards lower TE expression in late-breeding populations 724
as well as the age-related increase in expression with age was more pronounced in 725 male flies. Almost all TEs had a higher expression in males relative to females ( Fig. 4  726   and Fig. S7) . These findings are consistent with recent work showing that males suffer 727 more from TE derepression during aging due to their entirely repetitive, 
Did selection lead to differentiation in genes related to TE regulation? 735
We also hypothesized that potential detrimental effects of TEs on longevity should be 736 reflected by selection on genes related to TE regulation and transposition ( Table 2  737 and Table S11 ). Across the four studies, 3 to 10 out of 96 TE regulation genes have 738 been reported as genetically differentiated candidates, of which only E2f1 and Hsp83 739
were shared between two studies. There was further little transcriptional differentiation 740 between control and selected populations of Carnes2015 and Remolina2012 and no 741 overlaps of these genes have been observed. The absence of a strong, shared signal 742 of selection on these genes and missing GO enrichment associated to regulation of 743 in the long-lived populations. Rather than reducing TE copy number and expression, 753 selection might preferentially act on immunity genes to reduce TE-mediated 754 inflammation and increase tolerance to TEs with improved lifespan as a consequence. 755
It remains yet to be explored to what degree innate immune pathways other than the 756
RNAi machinery contribute to TE regulation in D. melanogaster. 757 758
Is reproduction at old age associated with an increased TE content? 759
Our findings suggest that neither genetic drift nor pervasive selection on TEs or genes 760 related to TE regulation are predominant drivers of the differences in TE abundance. 761
The most parsimonious explanation for our results therefore is that postponed 762
reproduction increases the chance of many TEs to be inserted into the germline and 763 passed on to the next generation. TEs of low transpositional activity in particular might 764 need a prolonged chronological time offered by late-life reproduction to achieve a successful genomic insertion (Figure 2) . Over many generations, flies breeding at old 766 age would have accumulated more TEs in the genome than populations reproducing 767 early in life. Supporting this hypothesis, it has been demonstrated that most TE 768 families had a higher rate of insertions in the ovaries of older relative to young P-769 element induced dysgenic hybrids, even though at the same time fertility was restored 770 were also repeatably larger in late-breeding populations across four experiments 777 (Table S4 ), although we have not ruled out that this was driven by genetic drift or 778 balancing selection as proposed by one study (Michalak et al. 2017) . our expression analysis confirms that many genes associated with transcriptional and 783 post-transcriptional TE silencing tend to be upregulated with age. Despite this, TE 784 families had a generally higher copy number in populations reproducing late in life. It 785 therefore remains to be determined whether this age-dependent upregulation of TE 786 regulation genes really equates to reduced insertional activity, since potential and 787 realized TE repression might not necessarily match. The observation that these genes 788 also tended to be more expressed in controls relative to selected flies in Carnes2015 789 further poses the question whether there is a trade-off between TE silencing in the 790 germline and lifespan, which could be another mechanism explaining the rising TE 791 abundance in the genomes of long-lived flies. 792 793 Altogether, our work presents a novel viewpoint on the poorly understood role of TEs 794 in aging and longevity that is largely, but not exclusively, neutral. However, the caveat 795 remains that we are unable to rule out that survival of selected populations would be 796 further extended if they had a reduced TE content and expression. In-depth studies 797 tracking piRNA production in the germline together with direct measures of TE 798 transposition rates throughout life or measuring longevity upon knockdown and overexpression of TEs would be crucial experiments to obtain a more complete 800 picture. 801
802
MATERIALS & METHODS
803
Datasets 804
We utilized genomic data from four independent studies performing laboratory Dmel_rpl32,Dmel_RpII140,Dmel_Act5C,Dmel_piwi,Dmel_p53. TE abundance was 838 estimated considering reads with a mapping quality of >=20 by adding the "hq_cov" 839 and "phys_cov" column from the deviaTE output. Due to sequence similarity within 840 and between TEs, we further repeated most analyses using a less conservative 841 mapping approach without filtering for mapping quality by using values from the "cov" 842 column instead of "hq_cov". We restricted our downstream analysis to TEs that had a 843 study-average of >=0.5 insertions for at least 80% of the positions within a TE 844 sequence, thereby excluding all TEs with very low abundance and potentially wrongly 845 mapped reads. 846
We then investigated if the number of genomic abundance per TE varies between 847 control and selected populations using three different approaches (Fig. S1) . First, we 848 Diet corresponds to the three larval diets the flies were raised on (low, medium, high). 857
To correct for multiple testing and to define significant differences in TE abundance, 858
we applied a Bonferroni cut-off at a = 0.01. 859
To visualize differences in genomic abundance of TEs shown in Fig. 1, we first 860 calculated the average number of insertions per TE for each breeding regime. We then 861 took the absolute difference per TE by subtracting control from selected insertion 862 values (dInsertions, upper panel in Fig. 1) . We used Pearson's correlation to show 863 that dInsertions from each TE were expectedly correlated to its copy number in the per TE and took the log2 of these values to obtain the log2 fold change (log2 (S / C), 866 lower panel in Fig. 1) . We further used SuperExactTest (Wang et al. 2015) to analyze 867 if the overlap of TEs with a significantly higher genomic abundance in selected ("S>C") 868 or control populations ("C>S") between postponed senescence studies is expected by 869 chance. 870
In our second approach, we combined all four studies and only considered a single 871 average insertion value per TE instead of taking all positions into account. We then 872 summed up all TE insertion values within a population to obtain the total genomic TE 873 content. Because the total insertion TE content was significantly different between 874 studies (see Fig. S3 and methods below), we normalized the insertion counts of each 875 TE by the total insertions in the corresponding population, and fit a combined model Study term had four levels (Carnes2015, Fabian2018, Hoedjes2019, Remolina2012), 880 whereas Regime is as described above. As not all positions within a TE are considered 881 in this model, statistical power is lower than in the previous approach above. We 882 therefore performed a less stringent multiple testing correction by employing an FDR 883 cut-off of 0.05 using the "p.adjust" function with method "fdr" in R. 884
Third, we identified all TEs that showed a consistent increase or decrease in the 885 genomic abundance within all selected populations relative to all control populations 886 of a given study and within diet regimes of Hoedjes2019. 887
To analyze if the total genomic TE content varies between control and selected 888 populations, we calculated the total TE load across the whole genome, and TE 889 All statistics were done in R using in-built functions unless otherwise stated. We did 894 not consider the effect of diet in the models combining all studies. 895 end raw reads using cutadapt (v.2.0) (Martin 2011) with options: --minimum-length 50 900 -q 18 and also --quality-base=64 for Fabian2018. Next, we masked the D. 901 melanogaster reference (v.6.27) for TEs present in the deviaTE library using 902
RepeatMasker (v.4.0.9) (Smit et al. 1996) max-structvar-count 2) to create the final set of TE insertions. We only included sites 915 covered in all populations within a study and restricted our analysis to chromosomes 916 X, 2, 3, and 4. For each TE family, we calculated the average population frequency 917 across all of its identified genomic locations within a population as a proxy for active 918 or recent transposition events (Kofler et al. 2015) . We used Spearman's correlation 919 analysis to compare average frequency values of each study to average frequencies 920 from a natural South African (SA) population sequenced to a high genomic coverage 921 REMOVE_DUPLICATES=true. For Remolina2012, we merged files from the same 936 population sequenced on multiple lanes using samtools merge. We then filtered and 937 created pileup files using samtools mpileup with option -q 20 --rf 0x2 --ff 0x4 --ff 0x8 -938 f (and -6 for Fabian2018). Average coverage per study was determined only using 939 major chromosomal arms. We detected reads mapping to the genome of the Hoedjes2019. We then analyzed variation in p and q using ANOVA models including 949 the factors Chromosome (X, 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R, 4) (Table S1 ). As some studies reported a range 959 of population sizes, we performed simulations using the lower and upper limits. We 960 used the rbinom function in R and drew from a size of 2N considering the diploid 961 genome and given the average frequency of a TE as probability to be drawn. The 962 number of successful draws was divided by 2N to obtain the new TE frequency and 963 used as input for the next draw. We repeated this process until the generation times 964 at sequencing of control and selected populations were reached. Using the simulated 965 TE frequencies in the last generation, we calculated average TE frequency across all simulated replicates within breeding regime. Next, we obtained the proportion of TEs 967 with a higher (S>C) and lower frequency (C>S) in selected populations and calculated 968 the log2 relative proportion (i.e. log2 of S>C proportion divided by C>S proportion). As 969 an additional approach, we also acquired the log2 relative proportion by using the 970 number of TEs with consistent differences in frequency between all the populations of 971 the regimes instead of averaging. We performed 5,000 simulations to get a distribution 972 of relative proportions expected under genetic drift. P-values were calculated by 973 dividing the number of simulations that resulted in a larger or equal proportion as 974 observed in the actual analysis by the total number of simulations. 975
976
TE frequency differences 977
We further asked if certain genomic TE insertions are putatively involved in lifespan 978 and aging as might be indicated by a consistent TE frequency differences at any 979 genomic site between selected and control populations. We used the identified TE 980 insertions and frequency estimates from PopoolationTE2 (see above). Significant 981 difference in frequency between selected and control populations were determined by 982 t-tests analyzing differences in arcsine square root transformed frequencies between 983 regimes for Carnes2015, Fabian2018, and Remolina2012. For Hoedjes2019, we used 984 according to FlyBase so that we ended up with a total of 96 genes (Table S11) . We 1031 then screened the published genomic candidate gene lists from Carnes2015, regulation genes to differentially expressed genes from the RNA-seq analysis of Table 2 . TE regulation genes identified by each study as genetically differentiated 1432 candidate genes for lifespan combined with differential expression in Carnes2015 and 1433
Remolina2012 (see Table S11 for a full summary of all 96 genes). 
